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Friday 16th October 2020
Prize Winners this week
Class 1: Alfie for a great attitude to his learning.
Class 2: Vivi for doing sum dog and spelling shed homework every night, Getting 625 house points, making massive
progress in -lher reading and always using her happiness super powers.
Class 3: Logan for excellent learning attitude and super writing skills.
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Class 4: Seb for excellent mastery and explanations in Maths this week.

Class 1:
This week we have felt a change in temperature and the children have noticed the Autumnal changes too. In our
outdoor class, they mentioned about the leaves on the ground and the different colours. They also said about some
days being warm and some being chilly. Though their favourite part was making mud and muddy handprints. The
children’s phonics are coming along nicely. Please enjoy the book from the Booktrust. All of our children have a
fascination with books and it’s great to see. In maths we are sorting and matching. It might be a good idea to let them
sort one of your food cupboards or one of their toy boxes. Ask them how they’re sorting it and why they are sorting it
that way. Thank you for their continued support with their homework, please check their envelope with this week’s
activities

Class 2:
This week we have been thinking about odd and even. We matched socks in to pairs, then sorted numbers into odd or
even, then thought about a clever way to decide if a number is odd or even, just look at the units column because we
know that groups of ten, hundred and thousand will always be even because each ten, each hundred and each
thousand is even. Then we did calculations to make the see saw balance 7 + 3 + ? + ? = an odd number. Can you
think of 3 different ways ?We have learned how to play happy birthday on the key boards, made happiness super
hero avatars, written books with the ph sound ….and much more. Year 1 and 2 are so enthusiastic, working hard and
progressing well. I am looking forward to be able to give you more details in our phone call on Monday. Please look
out for an email with your time slot.

Class 3:
This week class 3 have worked super hard and have been super creative throughout. Using our planning from last
week, the children have constructed and expanded their creative stories, stretching their descriptive writing. All of
their stories are brilliant! We have used multi-media to create Lowry landscapes and created Maquettes to
complement their scenes, using perspective and proportions. Remember to keep doing homework and keep up the
good work!

Class 4:
We have had another very busy week in Class 4. In Art we worked with clay and made sculptures to represent
‘Healthy Eating.’ We have learned how to use Zoom calls in ICT and have been busy with our French and RE too.
Today the whole class achieved full marks in both spelling and times tables test this week. We were very pleased at
their good work. Well done Class 4!
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